ABSTRACT. In a series of papers [I-6], Kratzel studies a generalized version of the classical Meljer transformation with the Kernel function (st) (q,
In his other paper [3, p143] , Kratzel -- (n)(t)], n I, 2,.
where l(n)(t) is defined in (1.8).
The operators (2.1) and (2.2) will be used to in=tlgae (1.4) and (1.7)
respectively.
3. FUNCTION SPACE K, a AND ITS DUAL.
We define the following seminorms on certain complex smooth functions (t) (Zemanian [7, p176] We denote the dual space of Gv, a by Gv, a- REMARK: Even if we take a more general differential operator (that is, of a greater order, say k) it must involve terms exp[-n(st)I/symptotlcally as t , which tends to zero as t .
G, a for some real number a and Re I. In order to discuss a complex inversion theorem, we need the Wright function q, a; z) defined in [II] 
This implies that f(t) g(t) in f g in the sense of equality in D'(1). 
